Scientific Explanation of Existence.
We all have asked ourselves being children or kids: Where is the
Earth? In the Solar System. Where is the Solar System? In the Milky
Way galaxy. Where is the Milky Way? In the Universe. Where is the
Universe? In my generation we stopped here. Recently we know that
there are multiple Universes. So, the question is where is the
Existence? This question has no solution. It simply cannot be
answered. To any answer that was given, like a Hyperspace, we
would ask the same question, since Hyperspace would be included in
Existence. As for a creative God, the same would happen, we include
the God in Existence and ask again. Nothing, there is no answer.
Now well. It is taken away very hardness to this question and carry
it with the intense immensity of being alive if we know that
Mathematics is Existence. Mathematics is nothing, so it doesn't have
to be anywhere.
Of course, today we know about galaxies, etc. However, this does
not change anything. At any moment in the development of
humanity, even before, in the time of hominids, there was the same
question, where is Existence? Whatever it is and encompasses what
encompasses Existence. When anybody is expected to Science solve
this problem, tremendous stupidity is being committed, and yet
Science has much to say about it. Not the answer, but the focus of the
matter.
Science, nobody wants to know this, is the mathematical study of
Reality. And the fact that the scientific method is so successful, so
accurate and applicable to everything, already puts us on track. We
also know that mathematics likes few and, to top it off, those who
like them consider them an economic issue, to get a dominant
position. They learn the procedures, but they don't understand. Even
astrophysicists, who get fed up with math, know that Existence is

mathematical, come on, they don't know it, but they handle it, and
they can't think to turn the phrase around and say Mathematics is
Existence. The human world is upside down. And the human being is
willing to reach the suicide of the planet rather than trying to go
around their world to fit the Reality.
This occurs because the mathematical equations are not disputable.
Although you can comment on them, it is only in terms of their
beauty or applicability to the phenomenon under study, but not in
terms of their certainty, because once proven that they are correct,
without error, there is nothing more to talk about. This destroys the
warlike competitiveness of the human being.
The issue is not when Science has answered the question at hand,
remember, where is the Existence?, because such a question cannot
be answered, but when it has taken the right approach. For this we
have to know that what it is about is to demonstrate emphatically that
the Infinity doesn´t exist. Of course, there really is no doubt in this
either. I knew it true at 3 or 4 years old, when I barely knew how to
count. And I also knew for certain that all my friends knew it for real,
but they played to doubt it. I mean, of course, that we are not and
cannot be immortal. We all know very well since early childhood.
How funny. The 0 was not included in the mathematical knowledge
until the third century after Christ. This in the Old World. In the
Toltec culture, in Meso America, it was included millennia before.
The latter demonstrates two things, 1º.- that could be included and
there were reasons for this, 2º.- that the Toltec Culture was very
unique. But, to what we are going. If we multiply any number by 0,
the result is 0. Then, if we divide any number by 0... There is no
result. We can never find a number large enough that multiplied by 0
is different from 0.
On the other hand, if we check what they told us being children in
school: That the Infinite is where two parallel straight lines are cut,

matching the equations of both, we get a mathematical incongruity,
which means that the premise is false: There is no value of x for
which y1 = y2 Two parallel straight lines are never cut.
It is done. The Infinite is a mathematical concept, but it is not a
mathematical possibility. When 0 appears in the denominator of an
equation, it is over, unless it can be operated at the limit. The Infinite
is a delight of mathematicians and a nightmare of astrophysicists.
This is the reason that nobody wanted to consider 0 for millennia.
Because it shows that immortality is not possible. So we have been at
least 17 centuries of betrayal of Science: It is proven, but no scientist
has genitals to say so.
Here we must make a clarification. And it is that someone might
think that although Existence cannot be Infinite, Nothing could be,
since Nothing would be outside of Existence and would not have to
be mathematical. However, if Nothing were Infinite, it would have a
characteristic, then it would no longer be Nothing and it would have
to be included in Existence. In that case it would be mathematical
and it could not be Infinite.
Alright. In those days, Science had barely started. No one could be
sure that it worked without exception. It was Galileo, in the 17th
century, who settled the scientific method. And they almost burn him
alive for his boldness. Go we later then.
Marcos Favela in 1824 enunciated the Second Principle of
Thermodynamics. This principle demonstrates that the complete
Existence, in its Totality, is messing up, which implies that the
Existence is not stable and will have an end, when it can no longer be
disordered. Then, now more flatly, it is shown that immortality, the
Infinite, is not possible. Note that heat is transmitted from hot to
cold, and never the other way around. This marks the arrow of Time,
Existence grows cold, that is, it becomes disordered.

At this time, mathematics was already being developed and
applied. However, Science continued to betray humanity. And even
today the Second Principle of Thermodynamics is taught in institutes
and engineering as a useful matter to design and manufacture
engines, without revealing, in fact deliberately hiding, its scope.
Edwin Powell Hubble, an American astronomer, is well known
precisely for demonstrating, in 1929, that the Universe is not stable.
Is it possible?! If it had been demonstrated a century earlier!
The development of Science is plagued by 3 types of phenomena:
1º.- Rejection of the same investigator for his or her own discovery.
2º.- Wrong or insufficient interpretation of the results.
3º.- Sassy concealment of meaning to the general population and
students of Science.
I studied aeronautical engineering. I did not finish the project
because I was not looking for a title, but the understanding of
Existence. After so many years of studying Physics, I had to discover
myself that such matter had a clear and defined objective: Find the
Equation of Everything. Not only did they hide this for me, they hid
all of the above exposed here, and they messed me up badly so that I
couldn't find out. For example, in middle school 6 or 7 months were
spent explaining the mathematical limits, when the thing is explained
in 30 minutes. And with some tremendous and very badly intentioned
white lies.
However, the truth sneaks at times. In the pre-university course, the
math teacher, who in the middle of the course changed jobs, after
having said goodbye, stood a moment at a separate table to place his
papers and, carelessly, revealed the secret of Infinity. He said,
pointing to the blackboard full of differential equations, that that
could not be done in principle, that the Infinite is not mathematically
operative, "the Infinite is a delight of mathematicians and a
nightmare of astrophysicists." He smiled sympathetic and sad, and

left. There was a contemptuous murmur in the class, like "what does
this man say?" The bell rang for me.
In the second engineering course, waiting for the Thermodynamics
class, a guy slipped. He said: look. He wrote on the board the
definition of entropy, it is done in differential equation, he placed it a
little, without taking anything from outside, put a circle in the sign of
integral, saying: “Circular integral, to the Totality, this is greater than
0 The entropy of Totality increases with Time”. And he left. There
was also a murmur here in the class: "Who is this guy, what did he
say?" The bell rang for me once again, very loudly.
This ghost had revealed to us the Second Principle of
Thermodynamics in its clear and concise expression, what they had
and would continue to hide in all our studies. When I was finally able
to investigate on my own ... I suspected from before this that entropy
was disorder, but when I tried to check it on the Internet, a few years
later, I only found absurd and complex explanations that it was not. It
had to be Stephen Hawking in his magnificent book "History of
Time" who finally said it without bluntness or deception. Today, this
clear and simple version of the Second Principle of Thermodynamics
is on the Internet, speaking of disorder in explaining entropy, but still
linking the matter, as if it could be = 0, in reversible processes,
something that does not exist, without clarify that it is an idealization
to solve engineering problems approximately.
I have recently discovered that this demonstration that the disorder
of Existence increases with time, the one made by the ghost, and that
it appears very similar in official notes from prestigious universities,
is not correct. First, the circle in the integral sign does not mean "to
the Totality", but to a complete cycle in cyclical processes, which are
not the case. Then, the correct way to demonstrate it is by calculating
the variation of entropy or disorder in a system and its environment
in any process. This always adds positive, and it is the case of the

complete Existence: Every process positively increases the entropy
or disorder of the Totality.
When Newton formulated his mechanics at the end of the 17th
century, they began to suspect that the Equation of Everything could
be found, that is, an equation that explained, in the first instance, any
existing phenomenon. This idea gained strength when Einstein
published the General Theory of Relativity in 1915. In successive
decades, in the development of Quantum Mechanics, 3 of the 4
natural forces were quantumly formulated: Electromagnetic, Strong
Nuclear and Weak Nuclear, pending, according to Stephen Hawking,
in his book "History of Time", published in 1988, quantumly
formulate the 4th force: Gravity.
To say here that Stephen Hawking has been the most nice scientist
of all time. In his video "Who created the Universe?" He exposes and
concludes that the Big-bang happened without any previous reason
or cause, which, more precisely saying is "There is no reason for
Existence", and constitutes The Truth. And he ends by saying that
this life is the only opportunity we have to experience existence,
which means affirming that we are mortal, without the possibility of
immortality.
However, the Higgs Boson was formulated in 1964, 24 years
before Hawking wrote his book. And the Higgs Boson is the
quantum explanation of Gravity. It was empirically demonstrated at
CERN, the modern particle accelerator in Switzerland, in 2012. So
the Equation of Everything has been formulated since 1964,
demonstrated since 2012, and no scientist, including Stephen
Hawking, has felt like recognize such tremendous success of
Science.
Why? Because in this world nobody wants to know. There are
many seekers, but the finders shine by their absence. Nobody wants
to find, only to turn things around and speculatively. No one wants to

get out of the confusion because in the confusion one can believe that
one believes in immortality. And get out of the confusion discover
the dirty human maneuver.
Thus, when the Higgs Boson comes to solve the problem that the
elementary particles have no mass, and it is the interaction with the
Higgs Boson that confers it, deforming the Higgs field in it... Damn,
this is the gravitational field, the deformation of the space that mass
produces... Well, the stupid scientists don't realize it, they get
confused, and they continue looking for the quantum explanation of
Gravity, what they already have, to find the Equation of Everything
because, Although this works, they believe that it has not solved their
problem. They are scoundrels.
The result is that since 1964 and increasingly brazenly, more and
more absurd theories about the nature of Existence are being raised,
violating the Second Principle of Thermodynamics and other
fundamental principles, and getting into the Infinite. Bar free of
beliefs destroying Science. See the shameful designation of the Higgs
Boson as "the particle of God." How silly! What a cowardly betrayal!
Scientists also return to the flock for total suicide.
Here is a basic problem. The scientists expected the Equation of
Everything to answer the Critical Question: Where is the Existence?
As this question cannot be answered, and a scientist cannot admit
that there is something unanswered... They knew it as children, but
they entered the "body" of scientists and ceased to be themselves to
be agents of an institution... They cannot realize what is happening.
They can't solve the puzzle that all the pieces have already, and it's
very simple. This is not exculpatory. This constitutes the betrayal to
Science, because Science always had the goal of getting us out of
every "body."
As I never acquired a "body", but rejected all that was presented to
me, including that of an engineer, I researched everything, learning to

distinguish what is true and what is not, a long and difficult task. It is
clear that nobody is never safe from error and accident. The case is
that I investigated the Report of Carlos Castaneda, something that
any scientist discards from the outset. It is the witchcraft that began
to develop, before becoming independent, in the Toltec culture
already mentioned, which incorporated the 0 in its mathematics
millennia ago. At first I didn't know if it was true, but I was hooked
by its extraordinary beauty. Now I know that everything incredible
there is narrated is endorsed by Quantum Mechanics. There is some
error of interpretation of their “visions”, but their knowledge, in
general, is rigorously true.
Warlocks experience physical laws as "visions," and call them the
"Eagle Commands." For example, the Second Principle of
Thermodynamics is called the "Rolling Force," and they "see" it as
rings of fire that roll everywhere, hitting organisms. It gives them life
in principle, and death later. There is no doubt that here his
interpretation is correct. The "visions" are always correct, of course,
that is why they are "visions", if not they would be other thing.
Well, the fact is that these wizards of extraordinary power,
incomparable with any other, speak of "what cannot be known."
Wow, they present this as uninvestigable, as a destroyer or defacer,
enthusiasm, and they advise to set it aside. No, hell. Quite the
opposite. What can not be known is the question of all children,
where is the Existence?, and is the source of art, creativity, search,
enthusiasm, the intensity of that strong and deep feeling that is the
immensity of being alive. Without this feeling life is bullshit, which
is what is experienced now. The human being is dead in life because
he or she ignores on purpose, he or she has erased almost completely
with his or her misery this exquisite feeling originated in what cannot
be known, and that inspires enthusiasm for life. Without this, it
would be better for us to be dead, and by denying it we turn to
collective suicide, the crime of killing the planet we are practicing
and we will consummate if we do not accept what cannot be known.

Let's solve then:
In the Big-bang there is a cursed Infinity, but it is not the one that
has been tried to avoid by all means. Best known example: String
Theory.
We have that if all the particles are in a single infinitely small
point, the distance between them is 0. This 0 would be in the
denominator... Catapún, to the Infinite. If the particles were strings,
they would have a length. The denominator would not be 0. Pure
cunning. This was rejected for long years, but recently, by dodging
the final success of Science, many scientists have started to develop
this absurd.
We'll see. The Higgs Boson solves the problem that no elementary
particle has mass, and the interaction of the particles with it confers
this effect, the gravitational one. So, the elementary particles are not
strings or balls, but only mathematical information.
Let us realize that if the particles were strings or balls of
something, we would have to divide that something into atoms, these
into new particles, and start again... Catapún, to the Infinite. No, no.
we have to find simple solutions that solve. If the solutions we
provide take us to the beginning again, we stamped against the
Infinite, and we know for certain that the Infinite does not exist. Ask
a child who has not yet been taught anything.
If the elementary particles have no mass, they are only
mathematical information. And like all Existence it is only
elementary particles... To say here that Dark Matter is the
gravitational influence in this of the others Universes. And in those
Universes there will be something similar to elementary particles that
interact quantitatively with those of the our, with the Higgs Boson,
directly or indirectly. What is clear is that the different Universes are
not completely isolated from each other. While the Dark Energy

seems to be due to the pressure exerted by the particles in their
behavior as waves... And since all Existence is only elementary
particles, as I say, Existence is only mathematics. We turn it over:
Mathematics is Existence.
So, the fact that the particles are together at a very small point does
not lead to Infinity, because it makes no sense to talk about distance
between them, at least at this time. They are nothing, damn.
However, there is Infinity, in principle, in that the bursting point is
infinitely small, and in that the order is infinite there.
Know the reader that I am solving this by writing it. Yes, I have
thought about it a lot and have written several approaches. I have
analyzed a lot of information, and I have always known what has to
be, we have always known it, but the last organization is emerging
now.
Keep in mind that differential calculus solves problems with the
Infinite: Derivatives and integrals. But this is because there is a
solution to the problem. Derivatives are calculated at the limit and,
however, the calculation is not approximate, but accurate and precise.
Integrals, on the other hand, cannot be calculated directly. There is a
solution, but there is no calculation procedure, there is no
mathematical path, and they are solved by artistic divination, since
the derivative of the solution is the function that we have to integrate
(See Fundamental Theorem of the Integral).
But go. The Infinite in the Big-bang has no solution. That does not
exist. Now, although we cannot know what was before the Big-bang,
because there is nothing before the Big-bang, we can give an
explanation to the matter. How silly, this explanation is artistic
divination, but it is still mathematical.
We are already clear that Mathematics is Existence, since
elementary particles are not something that carries mathematical

information, but only mathematical information, and there are only
elementary particles. Now, mathematics is nothing. That is, we must
not give much importance to Existence. After all, Existence remains
nothing. On the other hand, and given the above, Existence must
have started without reason, because nothing can not arise for
nothing from Nothing.
Nothing burst in the Big-bang because it is not mathematical. This
does not imply that Nothing has or does not have any characteristics.
This can only be thought from Existence, never from Non-Existence.
Such a thing means that Nothing does not have to explode. The
reason for the outbreak is within Existence and not outside, and it is
not really a reason. Simply, here we are, that's all. Existence makes
sense because Mathematics makes sense, not because of something
external to it.
Now, if Mathematics makes sense on its own, it is logical to think
that Mathematics is fully developing. Why would they stay in a part
of the possibilities?
1º.- The Big-bang exploded in the limit of the Infinite of the order,
very hot, the strongest that could explode, but not in the Infinite. And
will last the limit of the Infinity of Time, as long as it can last, but not
Infinity, but when it can no longer be messed up.
2º.- From the Big-bang all the mathematical possibilities are being
developed, which are the different Universes. If a mathematical
equation is correct, it has existed, exists or will exist in the
development of some Universe if the circumstances arise.
Nature of Existence:
First let's make some general notes:
- There is no reason for Existence. Existence has no purpose or
objective. There will be no final result of Existence.
- It is not that there are mathematical laws in Existence, but that
mathematical laws are Existence. (So it makes no sense to violate

these laws because we are these laws. Human laws violate
mathematical laws. And for the record that human laws try to protect
mathematical laws, know that human legislation arose to protect
criminals and alleged criminals, and not the other way around, just
feel the exquisite beauty of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, but they do not quite succeed. Eliminate human laws and
leave only complete respect for Existence).
- There are no impassable borders in Existence, not even outside,
because it not exist outside of Existence.
- Existence has no form, it is not a sphere or anything else, but each
point of Existence is indistinct from others, and in it the Big-bang
occurred (seen from Existence).
- The sum of All Existence equals 0 at all times. Existence is
nothing vibrating mathematically. (Now, do not think that if
Existence is Nothingness, you can exist outside of Existence, in
Nothingness, because outside of Existence, if Nothingness does not
vibrate, there is no disorder. Disorder is Existence, and disorder is
time. Without disorder there is no time nor consciousness).
- Elementary particles are only particles when observed. As long as
they are not observed, they are waves whose amplitude at each point
of Existence determines the probability that they are at that point.
Therefore, a particle is really in the whole Existence, and it is the
perception that determines in which Universe it is, and in which point
of that Universe (Quantum Mechanics). Witchcraft travel throughout
Existence managing their perception. And sentient beings from other
Universes and other points of this visit us managing their perception,
not in spacecraft. These are the voices we hear the wizard and the
mads.
- Time, and also Space, because they are not different, is
disordenation. The phenomenon of existing is disordenation, nothing
more.
Origin, development and end of Existence:
Existence can be compared to the vibrating string of a guitar, only
without string. The string begins to vibrate with maximum energy

and is attenuated over time. Existence does not vary its energy, since
the sum of this is always 0, what is attenuated is the order. Start
maximum and end in Nothingness, which never ceased to be.
(Remember that there can be no consciousness without disorder.
Consciousness is an emergent phenomenon, and it emerges in
disorder).
Law of Consciousness Generation:
Existence is chaotic disordenation. In this chaotic disordenation
there are intermediate states of order that have meaning, and deserve
to be called organization. This happens by chance, and these
organized elements are in turn disordered. The organization is
Consciousness, without any added element, and is transitory. For
example, the atomic nucleus is organization, and is aware of itself,
although to a very small extent. Existence is Conscious and tends to
increase its awareness spontaneously, by chance. This is the Sense of
Existence: The increase of consciousness. The sentient beings, from
an elementary particle to a human being, or more, we are, each one
of the individuals, the Existence in its Totality.
The casual tendency of Existence to organize is the generic Spirit.
And the casually accumulated organization of each organism is the
spirit of that organism.
Life and death:
When the organization accumulates, it can be called Life. To say
here that Classifications are relevant in Existence, and categories can
be clearly defined. However, the dividing lines between the
categories of a classification are often diffuse. This occurs especially
in the distinction of what is life and what is not. Now, since this is a
study of human beings for human beings, we are going to ignore
such discussion, and we will speak what is life clearly.
The organization is order, a special type, but only order, and the
order is disordered, this cannot be avoided. Then, a living being has
to feed to maintain or increase its organization. Feeding means
disordering external elements to a greater extent than the order that

replenishes or increases the living being. In this way the Second
Principle of Thermodynamics is not violated, since the total result of
the operation is disordenation. How long can this be prolonged?
Maybe a lot, but Infinity sure not. Every living being, sooner or later,
will die, that is, it will be hopelessly messy. Then we see this apart.
Directly little organization can occur, but if the living being, before
dying, reproduces, failures occur in the reproductions. The vast
majority of these failures are fatal, but a few give rise to more
organized living beings, with greater success in feeding and not
feeding on them. Knowing that every living being is food for
someone else. Here we have the evolution of Life, which gives rise to
the accumulation of the organization, which is a great and rapid
increase in Consciousness, the Sense of Existence.
See that Death is not an enemy of Life at all, but an essential and
fundamental part of its development. Without Death there would
hardly be Consciousness in Existence. The life of complex and
intelligent elements is possible only by Death. Death is our friend,
and to it we owe Life. It is Death that gives us Life. Life is not
forever. Enjoy it while you live, and do not fight, do not rebel against
Death looking for it. Do not give up Life in Tantrum because it is not
eternal, moron.
The Death of Existence:
It is already very clear that Existence will die at the limit of the
Infinite of Time, when there is nothing left of order that can get
messy. In our Universe, almost all the hydrogen will have merged
into helium, and the common stars will go out, leaving very little
light, about 100 billion years, that is 1013 years after the Big-bang.
This will have been the Stelifer Era, a moment in the total duration of
Existence. Then there will be a much longer stage until white dwarfs,
neutron stars and other elements of slower disordenation get messy.
It will be the Degenerate Era, which will end after 10 73 years since
the Big-bang. By then they will have disintegrated as half of the
complex particles, such as protons, with relatively short half-life
periods. From here there will be a Universe with hardly any light, in

which there will only be black holes as complex elements, and low
energy radiation. It will be the Black Holes Era. Black holes will also
get messy, naturally. They do not escape mathematical laws, as it
have been said, nor they are completely isolated, of course. They will
have been disorderly to a large extent during the Degenerate Era, but
they will still be ahead until the whopping 10 27 years disappear,
making a total time since the Big-bang of 10 100 years, something very
difficult to conceive. But the thing does not end here. Then there is
an impossible time to calculate, because we go to the limit of infinity,
until the disintegration of all elementary particles. See that the halflife (what it takes a sample to cut in half) of the proton is estimated at
1031 years, and with this the time it takes for all protons to
disintegrate is already at the limit of Infinity. But these do not
disintegrate completely, but in simpler particles, with periods of halflife much longer sometimes. The disintegration of all elementary
particles, including photons and, of course, the Higgs Boson and its
results, goes to the limit of the Infinity of Time, impossible to
calculate, when the order will have disappeared completely. But it is
not Infinite! This will happen!
By then there will be no order that can be disordered, and there will
be no Time, since Time is the disordenation. Will space remain then?
No, either, because Space and Time are not different, according to
Einstein's equations. This sounds very strange, but remember that
there is only mathematical information, and it is nowhere. If there is
no mathematical information there is nothing, not even Space. Do not
imagine the Big-bang as a little dot in black and empty space, nor
imagine the Non-Existence in the same way without a dot. Nothing
you imagine is Nothing, even if it is black and empty, because that is
something. Ask a blind man if he sees black and empty. He will tell
you no, he sees nothing. This is what you cannot know.
Now, can you imagine that nothing exists, nor a place where
nothing exists? What cannot be known cannot be conceived in any
way. Me, when I try to conceive this, I feel like an emptiness in my
chest that tries to be unpleasant without succeeding, and that drives
me, catapults me to investigate, find out, experiment... In a word,

Live. Realize the magnitude of being alive. It's amazing. Take this
amazement and enjoy life while you can, don't cheat on Death, you
scoundrel.
The individual death:
It is very simple explain individual death. Each one of us is an
organism, an organized element, and this is going to get messy when
the time comes without the possibility of maintaining it or rebuilding
it. As there is nothing more than mathematical information, there is
nothing that can be left to be ourselves, or that can transmit to
another organism, not even before we die, because that organism will
be another individual, no matter how similar. We are our organism
and nothing else! When you die, the wizards reported by Carlos
Castaneda already say it, you enter or return to what you cannot
know, which is Death, and there is nothing left.
Have you ever fainted? Have you been given general anesthesia for
an operation? There you have it, the Nothingness. The reports of a
tunnel with light at the end, of extracorporeal experiences, etc., at the
time of facing death, occur while there is still consciousness, and are,
well "visions" of what I am exposing on this website, the arrival to
Paradise, well occasional explosions of power that witches acquire,
the power of consciousness, while there is consciousness.
If we do not suicide the planet, and as long as it is not destroyed by
natural causes, or when we colonize exoplanets, it opens the
possibility of prolonging life a little more than current expectations.
With technological progress, life will be extended more and more,
except for a fatal accident or incurable disease, which will be less
and less. Those who are now children have a life expectancy of about
120 years. Future generations more and more... Over time our
descendants will be able to expand their organism with electronic
elements, it is already beginning to be done, but this will not prevent
their death when the time comes.
There is also Cryogenization, the freezing of at least the brain
before its deterioration upon death to resuscitate it when

technologically possible. Well, it will be a way of living for a longer
time in the future, but it has not yet been possible to do it without the
destruction of the cells, and it is seriously doubted that it will ever be
possible. in any case, it is clear that this will be the extension of life
for some time, not immortality, this is safe.
Then, if this comforts someone. With the technological
advancement too, in a few decades it will be possible to make a copy
of our consciousness on a computer. Of course, those who do, I do
not have time, I suspect, they will die the same, only that a replica of
their whole being, with all their memories, experiences and wisdom,
will continue to live, virtually, and develop without difference with
our current life, except for greater possibilities. Is this going to be
alive, to be dead? You will see but, surely, it will not be you who
experiences this new life. When you die, you will not experience it in
any way, you will have died totally and definitely. Such virtual life of
this copy may be extended while the computers work, for the entire
existence of humanity. Maybe until the last star goes out.
There may be one more possibility, the one offered by the Wizards
of the Carlos Castaneda Report, which would mean prolonging
consciousness for a few millennia, and that is to enter the "Third
Attention." Note that this is not at all clear and rather it seems a lastminute betrayal of those who try to learn to face his or her death
without the right approach, the wizards. I will not extend myself in
analysis and considerations of it. There is the Report, find out. But it
is said that such a possibility would not be within our reach until
after a few generations of learning of a power that has been lost, and
we only have descriptions, explanations, arguments and staging. Who
wants to start such a path, go ahead, I wish him or her good luck, and
it will be very interesting.
One more thing here. The Nirvana of the Buddhist is Death, do not
make a mistake awkwardly. All religions are suicidal. They are the
refusal to live because they are the denial of Death and without Death
there is no Life. Buddhism has a true and beautiful basis, see "The
Tibetan Book of the Dead," the authentic, the anonymous that was
found in the crack of a cave, hidden there to rid it of censorship. This

wonderful book, short and compact, shows the path to the extinction
of the government of ourselves, leading to the confrontation with
what cannot be known, “The Clear Light, which you cannot conceive
in any way, for it is the Void...” And it adds the tag "but not the void
of nothingness", it couldn't be perfect. This book must be understood
metaphorically. It is about leaving the "body", engineer, or plumber,
or son of... or student, or patriot..., being something. And it guides
beautifully not to take any other "body", not to "be reborn", in short,
to get out of what deprives us of our non-being, which deprives us of
Freedom. Just as elementary particles are not something that carries
mathematical information, but only this information, we can fix taps,
with skill, experience and efficiency, without being plumbers. Do not
confuse and kill yourself dumb. We must extinguish the government,
not the whole being. More clearly said, the ill human duality is
solved by extinguishing the government, not extending the
government to the whole, as this results in the death of the whole.
The government is suicidal, only that function has.
It already says such a beautiful book "no need to meditate." Stupid
Buddhists, who generally do not know this book, or discard it, or do
not understand it, stop thinking, and come to stop it, and are refusing
to live because they neither think nor feel nor act. They extinguish
their whole being. What a silly thing! They are representing the
General Drama of Humanity, I say: Extend the government to
everything to kill the Totality. Because it is the government that stops
thinking, does something it does not want to do, and this is suicidal
by the beginning of accounts.
Let's see if we clarify this to meditate, so that no one gets lost.
Everything I know I have found out thinking and, above all,
researching and, also, creating artistic work by expressing what I find
out. It's about learning to think correctly, and for this you just want to
know the truth, the rest happens by itself, you don't have to use any
technique, simply, free thinking, allowing distractions. Distractions
are the "visions". Then, when you are saturated and tired, you walk
through the park, you go a few days to the mountain, and here

sometimes you stop thinking for yourself, think about other things, in
short, rest, distraction, and appear spontaneously new paths to follow.
Nothing more to understand the Existence. This non-method allows
to find harmony between the tremendous and frightening human
noise. It is investigating what you want when you feel like it, without
making an investment.
Then, stopping thinking is the key to powers, such as traveling to
other Universes, etc. But the Tibetan Book of the Dead says: "Those
powers do not wish them, do not wish them, no...". Precisely here is
the matter in which the Castaneda wizards err in saying that what
cannot be known destroys the mood, the enthusiasm… They are
making a mistake because they look for those powers and, although
they do it with some spirit and enthusiasm, they borrow them from
what they cannot know, without knowing it, because the fact of
learning and experiencing puts them in touch with it, although they
are doing it backwards. It is what you cannot know that infuses the
mood and enthusiasm. Without what you cannot know, any activity is
tedious, whether traveling to other Universes or driving a Ferrari.
What happens is that the human being is enraged with what cannot
be known, which is Death, and is so far and alienated from it that just
thinking about investigating it destroys him or her. And he or she
seeks refuge in the powers pretending encouragement and
enthusiasm, and finding them slightly, but bouncing, and blaming
what can not be known of his background despair.
Then, get out of your stupid Tantrum, break your Pact with Death
and, understand what you cannot know even if you cannot
understand. This will quench your Existential Anguish and you will
have the immensity of being alive. With this spirit and enthusiasm,
learn to travel to other Universes, if you want, or drive a Ferrari if
you are lucky enough to touch you in a raffle, as such will be the way
to enjoy a Ferrari in Paradise. But don't worry, there will be many
other very satisfying activities.

And remember that what is really satisfying is to increase
awareness, in whatever way you can think of, joining Universal
Goodness.
Realize that in what you cannot know there is no Time or Space.
Therefore, Big-bang can only occur once. If it were repeated, time
would have passed between one explosion and another, and if they
were simultaneous they would be in a different place. This can't be,
just try to divide by 0.
It is the Tantrum that you took from your peers that makes you
think that there is an opportunity, but you always knew that there is
not, that's why you signed the Pact with Death getting a false infinity.
Renounce completely to Infinite and any kind of life after death.
Then you will understand quickly and well. You will have the
immensity of being alive while you live, and you will leave a
wonderful world to your descendants and/or those of others.
Think that mortality is much better than immortality. If you were
immortal... Hey, what will happen there?... This is where your fear to
Death comes from. Knowing that we are mortals, the fear to Death
disappears, do you understand this?
Jesús Estrada.
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